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Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell, BBC1
14 May, 2015 | By Benji Wilson

BBC1’s adaption of Susanna Clarke’s novel takes the viewer on a journey into a fantastical world - but always remains
grounded in reality. Benji Wilson finds out how it was done

JONATHAN STRANGE & MR NORRELL
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Production company Cuba Pictures for BBC1
Length 7 x 60 minutes
TX 9pm, Sundays from 17 May, BBC1
Commissioner Ben Stephenson
Director Toby Haynes
Writer Peter Harness
Executive producers Toby Haynes; Nick Marston, Dixie Linder and Tally Garner (Cuba); Justin Thomson-Glover and
Patrick Irwin (Far Moor); Marleen Beaulieu, Lorraine Richard, Richard Speer and Josee Vallee (Attraction Images);
Harry Eastwood, Ted Cawrey and Kate Bennetts (Ingenious); Matthew Reed (BBC)
Producer Nick Hirschkorn
Summary Period fantasy based on Susanna Clarke’s bestselling novel about the rediscovery of magic in 19th century
England.

filming with Marc Warren (The Gentleman) and Carvel

Something strange is afoot inside Wentworth Woodhouse, a vast stately home near Rotherham. With its 600ft eastern
façade, Wentworth is Britain’s largest private house, but the grand frontage gives no clue to what’s taking place
inside.

In a double-height upstairs ballroom, around 40 people in smeared makeup and decrepit ballgowns are pirouetting in
silence. It is a danse macabre, like some bizarre ritual. Tree branches are snaking from the fireplaces and groping
across the floor, the house being reclaimed by nature.

Marc Warren, playing the spectral ‘Gentleman with the Thistledown Hair’, stands at the side of the room in breeches
and buckled shoes, his hair like Liberace. The dancers hurl Charlotte Riley (left), enchanted by the Gentleman, from
side to side, as an equally lostlooking Alice Englert watches on.
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Enzo Cilenti (Childermass)

This is the Ballroom of Lost Hope, the centrepiece of the netherworld in Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell. It is a
magical, mystical, phantasmagorical place, and it makes a useful emblem for the series’ attempt to reclaim the magic
and fantasy of Harry Potter and Doctor Who for grownups.

Susanna Clarke’s Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell is a novel that imagines an entire alternate history of practical magic
and melds it with real events and people from 19th century England. Bringing it to the screen is a hugely ambitious
undertaking.

“We first developed it for cinema for two or three years with [Warner Bros’] New Line,” says Cuba Pictures chief
executive Nick Marston. “Christopher Hampton and Julian Fellowes were both on it and did good drafts, but for
whatever reason, New Line couldn’t commit to it. Looking back, I think it was an enormous challenge to try to turn
this book in to a single feature.”

Shooting night scene

That was soon after the book’s publication in 2004. Several years later, Cuba brought it back to the UK and pitched it
as a television series.

“In the meantime, television had progressed in a really fascinating way and is now able to tell big stories that don’t
obviously fit into a three-act structure,” says Marston. “The tax break has helped us enormously to do it in the UK – it
was very important to Susanna that it was filmed in the north of England, which is key to the book.”

BBC commissioners Ben Stephenson and Matthew Read had “an ambition to do a grownup fantasy story,” says
Marston. In conjunction with director Toby Haynes (Doctor Who, Being Human) and writer Peter Harness (Wallander,
Doctor Who), they set about turning the novel into a six-part series. Later, when Harness said he couldn’t cram it all
into six hours, the BBC granted him a seventh.
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Bertie Carvel (Jonathan Strange) with director Toby Haynes

“It blends magic and fantasy with history in the most believable way, with a Jane Austen depth of character
throughout,” says Marston. “But the most important thing about it is it’s an utterly extraordinary, enclosed world.”

The man charged with how that world should look was production designer David Roger, a period expert who won an
Emmy for his work on BBC1’s 2011 Great Expectations.

“What attracted me is there’s no magic wand anywhere,” he says. “There’s no pixie dust or hocus pocus. This is
absolutely not Harry Potter.”

On location: Yorkshire moors

Roger began his research with the paintings of the age. “My influences were William Blake and Henry Fusseli. It was
that period of Byron, Shelley and Frankenstein, the whole thing of science versus religion and mysticism.”

He describes the Ballroom of Lost Hope as his proudest creation.

“We discussed endlessly how to do it. Again, it’s that whole thing of nature undermining rationality and civilisation.
You see that in a lot of Faustian literature: a constant tussle between brain and feelings, the soul and the mind – man
taming nature and finding he can’t.”

Green screen work

The key to the scene – what makes it so weird and beguiling – is that it is recognisably a Georgian ballroom. Jonathan
Strange is never pure fantasy, it is always grounded in Georgian London.

“If it’s all a fantasy world, like Game Of Thrones, you’ve got no real point of reference,” says Roger. “So there is
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absolutely correct architecture, correct
costume, correct everything. That makes the
magic more interesting when it bursts in.”

JONATHAN STRANGE: A
DIFFERENT KIND OF MAGIC
Will Cohen 
Chief executive, VFX producer, Milk

I hate the phrase ‘Tim Burton-esque’, but that
was exactly the feel we were going for. Our aim
was to give the series a heightened look –
slightly painterly but still within the realms of
reality. That sets up the tone of the world the
viewer is about to enter in the first few

minutes. Our director Toby Haynes was keen that we
got that right before anything else.

When we talked about the magic in the show with
Toby and producer Nick Hirschkorn, it was very clear
that it had to be elemental, it had to come from
somewhere – I’m shying away from using the word
‘organic’, but it was mentioned a few times. So there
are effects of magic made from sand, water and fire,
and later in the series, leaves. It gives it a look and
feel that’s right for what we were trying to achieve.

When I’ve shown the production team the work
we’ve done, it has produced a wonderful reaction.
They say: “How can you give me this quality?” One of
the factors is time. We’ve lived with Jonathan Strange
for about 18 months and had nine months to put it
together. That’s really unusual.

In comparison, on Doctor Who [Milk won a Bafta
Craft Award this year for its work on the show] we
sometimes have only a month to turn round eighty
shots for one episode. Here, with more than 1,000
VFX shots, that R&D time was crucial in refining the
look. We had a good six months just to do research
on our effects.

The rain ships episode [Norrell creates a blockade of
ships made from rain to fool the French Navy], for
example, reads really well in Susanna Clarke’s book,
but trying to realise it on screen was really hard. If
they’re made out of rain, how is it that the French
believe they’re real?

We used back-lit silhouettes to create the effect we
wanted. It was really delicate work, as was lots of
the big stuff on Jonathan Strange: talking statues in

York Minster, horses that Strange (pictured) summons out of sand – it never lets up. That’s one of the beauties of the
series: you keep waiting for a bad hour, but there never is one.
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